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Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute document AUTO09-A—Remote Access to Clinical Laboratory Diagnostic Devices
via the Internet; Approved Standard provides a standard communication protocol that will allow remote connections to
laboratory devices. It establishes a means to leverage the existing infrastructure provided by the hospital’s Local Area Network
(LAN) and the Internet to achieve remote connectivity. These remote connections can be used to monitor instruments’
subsystems to determine proper operation; collect diagnostic data for remote system troubleshooting; and collect data that would
allow for electronic inventory management.
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Foreword

E

Remote access to laboratory instrument systems and medical devices has become an essential tool that
allows in vitro diagnostic suppliers a means to maximize equipment uptime. Maximum equipment uptime
is clearly a shared goal between device manufacturers, system vendors, and hospital laboratory managers.
Many current devices are connected using modems over telephone lines. Although this approach is viable
for a small number of systems and/or infrequent access, it is not practical when monitoring a large
number of systems on a continuous basis. It is well-established that the Internet provides an extremely
cost-effective way to provide two-way electronic communication, and there is an increasing number of
remote access and monitoring systems in use over the Internet. Given that a typical hospital LAN (local
area network) will normally support the Internet communication protocols (TCP/IP), and that most
hospitals have existing Internet access, the ideal state is to allow instruments to connect to the Internet via
the hospital LAN. However, this does introduce certain security concerns for a hospital network
administrator. There are a number of emerging secure protocols and techniques, however, that can allow
both the cost-effective and efficient communication channels provided by the hospital LAN and Internet,
while at the same time providing the needed security.
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Note that the trade name Bluetooth® is included in Sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.4.2 of this document. It is
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute’s policy to avoid using a trade name unless the
product identified is the only one available, or it serves solely as an illustrative example of the
procedure, practice, or material described. In this case, the subcommittee and area committee
believe the trade name is an important descriptive adjunct to the document. In such cases, it is
acceptable to use the product’s trade name, as long as the words, “or the equivalent” are added to
the references. It should be understood that information on this product in this standard also
applies to any equivalent products. Please include in your comments any information that relates to
this aspect of AUTO09-A.
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Access control, deidentify, encryption, unidentify
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Scope

This document will address connections by public networks, but not direct point-to-point connections. It
will also address information protection issues, and remote operation of instruments from both intranets
and the Internet. Requirements for patient privacy and information security are addressed, for example,
HIPAA (the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) and the European Union
Privacy Directive 95/46/EC.
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Definitions
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This document has been developed for instrument system vendors, device manufacturers, and healthcare
administrators as a standard for communication protocols to allow remote connections to diagnostic
devices. This standard is not intended to address remote access to the healthcare organization’s
information system. It establishes a means to leverage the existing infrastructure provided by the
healthcare facility’s local area network (LAN) and the Internet to achieve the remote connectivity. This
standard discusses which characteristics of communication protocols (Internet and others) are required.

The following text applies to the RFC 2828 definitions listed below:

M

“Copyright and Reprint Permissions: The Internet Society owns the copyrights for these publications.
You may freely reproduce all or part of any paper for noncommercial purposes if you credit the author(s)
(Robert Shirey), provide notice to the Internet Society, and cite the Internet Society as the copyright owner.”
access control – protection of system resources against unauthorized access; a process by which use of
system resources is regulated according to a security policy and is permitted by only authorized entities
(users, programs, processes, or other systems) according to that policy.1 (RFC 2828)
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Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) – a future Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)
publication being developed by NIST to succeed the Data Encryption Standard (DES). It is intended to
specify an unclassified, publicly disclosed, symmetric encryption algorithm, available royalty-free
worldwide.1 (RFC 2828)
block cipher – an encryption algorithm that breaks plaintext into fixed-size segments and uses the same
key to transform each plaintext segment into a fixed-size segment of ciphertext. (See: stream cipher.)1
(RFC 2828)
certificate (digital certificate) – a certificate document in the form of a digital data object (a data object
used by a computer) to which is appended a computed digital signature value that depends on the data
object.1 (RFC 2828)
certificate revocation list (CRL) – a data structure that enumerates digital certificates that have been
invalidated by their issuer prior to when they were scheduled to expire.1 (RFC 2828)
certification authority (CA) – an entity that issues digital certificates (especially X.509 certificates) and
vouches for the binding between the data items in a certificate.1 (RFC 2828)
ciphertext – data that has been transformed by encryption so that its semantic information content (i.e.,
its meaning) is no longer intelligible or directly available. (See: plaintext.)1 (RFC 2828)
©
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cryptology – the science that includes both cryptography and cryptanalysis, and sometimes is said to
include steganography.1 (RFC 2828)
customer – all components of a healthcare organization where the IVD device is installed.
data confidentiality – the property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized
individuals, entities, or processes (i.e., to any unauthorized system entity).1-4 (RFC 2828; ISO/IEC 74981, 7498-2, 7498-4)
Data Encryption Standard (DES) – a U.S. government standard5 that specifies the Data Encryption
Algorithm and states policy for using the algorithm to protect unclassified, sensitive data. (See: AES.)1
(RFC 2828)
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data integrity – the property that data has not been changed, destroyed, or lost in an unauthorized or
accidental manner.1 (RFC 2828)
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deidentify – use of a system that would create a new index that would relate to the patient; NOTE: This
value would be sent in the data to the vendor. If information about a patient sample was required, the
issuing institution would look up the information using this value. With this system, all the patient
information would reside solely in the healthcare facility.
denial of service (DoS) – the prevention of authorized access to a system resource or the delaying of
system operations and functions.1 (RFC 2828)
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digital signature – a value computed with a cryptographic algorithm and appended to a data object in
such a way that any recipient of the data can use the signature to verify the data’s origin and integrity.1
(RFC 2828)
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) – an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm that produces a digital
signature in the form of a pair of large numbers. The signature is computed using rules and parameters
such that the identity of the signer and the integrity of the signed data can be verified. (See: Digital
Signature Standard.)1 (RFC 2828)
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Digital Signature Standard (DSS) – the U.S. government standard6 that specifies the Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA), which involves asymmetric cryptography.1 (RFC 2828)
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) – An Internet IPsec protocol7 designed to provide a mix of
security services—especially data confidentiality service—in the Internet Protocol.1 (RFC 2828)
encryption – cryptographic transformation of data (called “plaintext”) into a form (called “ciphertext”)
that conceals the data’s original meaning to prevent it from being known or used. If the transformation is
reversible, the corresponding reversal process is called “decryption,” which is a transformation that
restores encrypted data to its original state.1 (RFC 2828)
firewall – an internetwork gateway that restricts data communication traffic to and from one of the
connected networks (the one said to be “inside” the firewall) and thus protects that network’s system
resources against threats from the other network (the one that is said to be “outside” the firewall).1 (RFC
2828)
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) – standard for digital mobile communications, with
a capability for international roaming; NOTE: GSM is operated in the 900-MHz and 1800-MHz
frequency bands in Europe and Asia, and in the 800-MHz and 1900-MHz frequency bands in the U.S.
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The Quality System Approach
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) subscribes to a quality system approach in the development of
standards and guidelines, which facilitates project management; defines a document structure via a template; and
provides a process to identify needed documents. The approach is based on the model presented in the most current
edition of CLSI/NCCLS document HS1—A Quality Management System Model for Health Care. The quality
system approach applies a core set of “quality system essentials” (QSEs), basic to any organization, to all operations
in any healthcare service’s path of workflow (i.e., operational aspects that define how a particular product or service
is provided). The QSEs provide the framework for delivery of any type of product or service, serving as a manager’s
guide. The quality system essentials (QSEs) are:
Documents & Records
Organization
Personnel

Equipment
Purchasing & Inventory
Process Control

Information Management
Occurrence Management
Assessment

Process Improvement
Service & Satisfaction
Facilities & Safety

Service &
Satisfaction

Facilities &
Safety

E
Process
Improvement

Assessment

Occurrence
Management

GP19

GP19

GP19

GP19
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Equipment

GP19

Information
Management

Personnel

GP19

Process
Control

Organization

GP19

Purchasing &
Inventory

Documents
& Records

AUTO09-A addresses the quality system essentials (QSEs) indicated by an “X.” For a description of the other
documents listed in the grid, please refer to the Related CLSI/NCCLS Publications section on the following page.

GP19

X
AUTO3
GP19
LIS1
LIS2
LIS5
LIS9

AUTO3
GP19
LIS1
LIS2
LIS5

GP19
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Adapted from CLSI/NCCLS document HS1—A Quality Management System Model for Health Care.
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Related CLSI/NCCLS Publications*
Laboratory Automation: Communications with Automated Clinical Laboratory Systems, Instruments,
Devices, and Information Systems; Approved Standard (2000). This document provides standards to
facilitate accurate and timely electronic exchange of data and information between the automated laboratory
elements.

GP19-A2

Laboratory Instruments and Data Management Systems: Design of Software User Interfaces and EndUser Software Systems Validation, Operation, and Monitoring; Approved Guideline—Second Edition
(2003). This document identifies important factors that designers and laboratory managers should consider
when developing new software-driven systems and selecting software user interfaces. Also included are
simple rules to help prepare validation protocols for assessing the functionality and dependability of software.

LIS1-A

Standard Specification for Low-Level Protocol to Transfer Messages Between Clinical Laboratory
Instruments and Computer Systems (2003). This specification describes the electronic transmission of
digital information between the clinical laboratory instruments (those that measure one or more parameters
from one or multiple samples) and computer systems (those that are configured to accept instrument results for
further processing, storage, reporting, or manipulation).

LIS2-A2

Specification for Transferring Information Between Clinical Laboratory Instruments and Information
Systems; Approved Standard—Second Edition (2004). This specification covers the two-way digital
transmission of remote requests and results between clinical instruments and computer systems. It enables any
two such systems to establish a logical link for communicating text to send result, request, or demographic
information in a standard and interpretable form.

LIS5-A

Standard Specification for Transferring Clinical Observations Between Independent Computer
Systems (2003). This specification details how clinical observations can be transferred between independent
computer systems.

LIS9-A

Standard Guide for Coordination of Clinical Laboratory Services Within the Electronic Health Record
Environment and Networked Architectures (2003). This guide covers the process of defining and
documenting the capabilities, sources, and pathways of data exchange within a given network architecture of a
Health Information Network (HIN) serving a set of constituents.
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*

Proposed-level documents are being advanced through the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute consensus process;
therefore, readers should refer to the most current editions.
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